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Manufacturing
The mechanical properties and the microstructure of MMCs depend 
strongly on the manufacturing method

In general, MMC components with dimensions close to the final product 
are desired for cost efficiency. Mechanical finishing is done when needed 
similar to metal processing but with harder tools

The following manufacturing processes are possible:

• Melt processing

• Further processing of melt processed material by thixocasting, 
extrusion, forging, cold forming, super plastic forming

• Powder processing

• Hot isostatic pressing of powder and fiber mixtures

• Joining and welding of semi-manufactured parts





Manufacturing

Melt processing methods are of technical importance 

compared to other MMC manufacturing methods because 

they are well proven casting processes used also for metal 

processing

 Infiltration of short fiber, particle or hybrid preforms by 

squeeze casting, vacuum infiltration or pressure 

infiltration

 Reaction infiltration of fiber or particle preforms

 Processing of the material by stirring the particles in 

the melt, followed by sand casting, permanent mold 

casting or high pressure die casting



Melt stirring

Melt stirring is basically used to stir particles into an alloy melt

The particles often tend to form agglomerates which can only be 
dispersed by intense stirring

It is important to avoid gas access into the melt since it leads to 
unwanted porosities and reactions

There is also the risk of reaction of the 
particles with the melt and dissolution 
due to excess stirring

However reactivity of stirred particles 
is less critical than fibers because of 
the lower surface to volume ratio of 
spherical particles

The melt can be directly cast or can be 
further processed with squeeze casting, etc.



Pressure infiltration

In gas pressure infiltration the melt infiltrates the preform with 

a gas applied from the outside

A gas that is inert with respect to the matrix is used to 

pressurize the melt in a suitable pressure vessel

1. The warmed up preform is dipped into the melt and 

then the gas pressure is applied to the surface of 

the melt, leading to infiltration. (Higher the volume 

fraction of the reinforcement, higher the gas 

pressure)

2. The molten bath is pressed to the preform by the 

applied gas pressure using a standpipe and 

infiltration occurs.

The process eliminates pores in the melt so that 

completely dense parts are obtained

Another advantage is that the reaction time is relatively 

short and more reactive materials can be used as in the 

preform



Squeeze casting

Squeeze casting is the most common manufacturing process 

for MMCs

A mold is filled slowly and metal solidifies under very high 

pressure, leading to a fine-grained structure



Squeeze casting

• Direct squeeze casting enables application of the pressure directly to 
the melt for the infiltration of the preforms. (The die is a part of the 
mold)

In this type of squeeze casting there is no gate so that the volume of the 
melt must be determined exactly

• In indirect squeeze casting the melt is pressed into the preform via a 
gate system

In squeeze casting  a two stage process is used:

1. The melt is pressed into the preform at low pressure so that 
damage to the preform by fast infiltration is avoided

2. The melt solidifies under high pressure so that a fine grain 
structure is obtained

Especially difficultly shaped components are manufactured and partial 
reinforcement (strengthening the areas that are exposed to higher 
stresses) is possible



Manufacturing

Powder metallurgical processes

Pressing and sintering/forging of composite powder mixtures

Extrusion or forging of metal powder particle mixtures 



Manufacturing

Upon addition of a particle or fiber reinforcement to a metal, 

the extent of increase in the mechanical properties depends 

on the manufacturing process as well as the reinforcement 

content

In melting metallurgically manufactured materials and mixing 

in particles, the upper limit of the particle addition is 

approximately 20 vol%. The mechanical properties reach 

maximum at this limit

Higher particle contents result in a composite with a more 

ceramic character, becoming susceptible to brittle failure. Still 

the thermal expansion coefficient of these composites are 

very low



Manufacturing



Manufacturing

• The limit for the particle content is about 13-15% for spray 
formed materials

This low content limits the mechanical properties of the 
composite but the use of special alloys with lithium addition 
can lead to high specific properties.

• The particle content can be increased to over 40% in 
powder metallurgical materials processed by extrusion from 
powder mixtures. Very high strength and modulus and low 
expansion coefficient and fracture toughness result



Manufacturing



Infiltration of preforms by metal melt

Process parameters for infiltration are pressure applied to the 
melt, surface energies of the phases (wetting angle), specific 
surface area of the preform, viscosity of the melt (temperature)

In simple wetting of fibers by metal melt at equilibrium, it is 
easier to combine the phases when the wetting angle is small 
and a capillary effect helps wetting

At large wetting angles capillary effect does not occur

Also at large angles reaction between the melt and 
the atmosphere is promoted so that an oxide film may 
form on the metal melt which affects the wetting 
behavior 



Infiltration of preforms by metal melt
The effect of wetting on the infiltration rate is limited in industrial 
processes like squeeze casting because the kinetics are affected 
mainly by the applied pressure or the flow rate of the melt in the 
preform

There are three steps of infiltration:

1. Formation of a contact between the melt and the reinforcement 
at the surface of a preform

2. Infiltration with the melt flow through the preform

3. Solidification of the melt

At the beginning a minimum pressure is usually applied to start inflow 
of the melt

Spontaneous infiltration is only possible with thin preforms with reactive 
systems and with long process times



The driving force for the infiltration is the pressure drop in the melt

∆𝑃 = 𝑃𝑜 − 𝑃𝑎 − ∆𝑃𝑌

Where ∆𝑃 is the pressure drop, 𝑃𝑜 is the pressure in the melt entering the preform, 𝑃𝑎 is 
the pressure in the melt at the infiltration front, and ∆𝑃𝑌 is the pressure drop at the 
infiltration front due to wettability

The minimum infiltration pressure is defined when 𝑃𝑜 = 𝑃𝑎

∆𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛 = ∆𝑃𝑌 = 𝑆𝑓 𝛾𝐿𝑆 − 𝛾𝑆𝐴

Where 𝑆𝑓 is the specific surface of the interphase (area/volume of fiber)

The effect of induced infiltration by the capillary force is

∆𝑃𝑌 =
2 ∗ 𝛾𝐿𝐴 ∗ cos 𝜃

𝑟



Pressure-free infiltration is possible depending on the specific surface 
area, the diameter and the surface energy of the reinforcements

• For a spherical particle

𝑆𝑓 =
6𝑉𝑓

𝑑𝑓 ∗ 1 − 𝑉𝑓

• For a long fiber or short fiber preform

𝑆𝑓 =
4𝑉𝑓

𝑑𝑓 ∗ 1 − 𝑉𝑓

• Specific surface are increases with fiber content in the composite

Infiltration of preforms



Infiltration of preforms by metal melt

The infiltration pressure also increases with fiber content due to 
reduced permeability

Flow of the melt and infiltration become easier at high temperatures 
due to reduced temperature



In reality partial solidification can occur during infiltration due to the 
contact of the melt with the die walls and heat dissipation to the 
reinforcement material

Partial solidification can decrease the permeability and prevent 
complete infiltration of the preform

Hence increasing the temperature of the melt both decreases 
viscosity and supplies heat to prevent early solidification

Heating the preform can also help complete infiltration



Application areas of MMCs

• Automotive engineering – engine components (oscillating 
components: valve train, piston rod, piston and piston pin; cover: 
cylinder head, crankshaft main bearing; engine block: partial 
strengthened cylinder blocks

• Example – Toyota commercial car piston made of partially 
alumina-silica short fiber-reinforced aluminum



Application areas of MMCs

• Powder metallurgically manufactured aluminum alloys and heavy 
iron in engine components can be effectively replaced by MMCs 
with improved high temperature properties

• Railway or subway cars – transverse control arms, particle-
strengthened brake disks

• Aerospace industry – reinforcement components, 
axle tubes, rotors, housing covers, structures for 
electronic devices

• Polymers and PMC components can be replaced 
with MMC with high specific strength, high stiffness, 
small thermal expansion coefficient, high thermal 
resistance and high conductivity



Application areas of MMCs



Examples

Drive shaft for light load motor vehicles (substitution of steels)

• AlMg1SiCu + 20 vol% Al2O3 particles processed with die casting 
and extrusion

• High dynamic stability

• High stiffness (95 GPa)

• High fatigue strength (120 MPa at n=50000000 and room 
temperature)

• Sufficient toughness (21.5 MPa.m1/2)

• Low density (2.95 g/cc)



Examples

Vented passenger car brake disk (substitution of cast iron)

• G-AlSi12Mg + 20 vol% SiC particles processed with sand or 
gravity die casting

• High wear resistance

• Low heat conductivity (higher than cast iron)



Examples

Longitudinal bracing beam (Stringer) for planes (substitution of 
PMC)

• AlCu4Mg2Zr + 15 vol% SiC particles processed by die casting 
followed by extrusion and forging

• High dynamic stability (E=100 GPa)

• High strength (yield= 413 MPa, max= 540 MPa)

• High fatigue strength (240 MPa for n= 50000000 at room 
temperature)

• Sufficient toughness (19.9 MPa.m1/2)

• Low density (2.8 g/cc)



Examples

• Disk brake calliper for train cars (substitution of cast iron)

• Aluminium alloy with Nextel ceramic fiber 610

• 55% lighter compared to cast iron


